
GENERAL REGULATIONS
OF USING THE GOjump Bielsko-Biała TRAMPOLINE PARK

Regulations  of  the  GOjump  trampoline  park  in  Bielsko-Biała  at  ul.  Legionów  26/28
(hereinafter referred to as the Regulations) has been drawn up to ensure safety of use of the
GOjump Trampoline Park (hereinafter referred to as the Park or GOjump).  
The Park’s priority is to provide a nice and safe way to spend leisure time for our Clients,
however, we need to point out that activities in the form of jumping on trampolines may lead to
injury. 
In order to minimize the risk of above mentioned injuries, one must strictly adhere to the rules
stipulated in these Regulations and the instructions, advice and orders expressed by the Park’s
personnel.
.

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. The Park is managed by FUNSPORT 3 sp. z o.o. with its seat in Wrocłąw 50-566, ul.
Śliczna  7  lok.  16,  registered  in  the  National  Court  Register  under  the  number
0000643383,  National  Taxpayers  No.  8992801143,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  the
Administrator.

2. All persons intending to use the Park’s facilities or intending to be present at the Park’s
premises are obliged to become familiar with these Regulations. Stay of a patron at
the Park’s premises means that a patron knows and agrees to these Regulations.

3. The conditions for staying at the Park’s premises is paying an adequate fee within the
working hours of the Park according to the valid price list. The information pertaining
to the types, prices and rules for purchasing tickets are available at the cash boxes, at
the  www.gojump.pl website  or  in  the  appendix  No.  4  to  these  Regulations.  The
Administrator reserves the right to change the price and type of tickets at any time.
The above mentioned right does not impact the performance of orders and agreements
concluded prior to the date of applying such changes.

4. Persons staying at the Park must strictly observe the instructions and advice provided
by the Park’s personnel.

5. Terms of use of trampolines, Terms of use of sports trampolines, Terms of use of the
sponge pool and the pneumatic cushion, Fees for the use of the Trampoline Park,
Terms of use of the acrobatic zone and terms of participation in the activities of the
GOjump Academy,  Terms and conditions  for the organization  of  birthday parties,
Terms of use of the GOslide (slide), Terms of use of the Toddlers zone, which are the
appendices No. 1-4 of these Terms and conditions. 

6. It is prohibited to do the following at the premises of the Park:
a) smoke tobacco, bring or consume alcohol, bring or use psychoactive substances
b) bring weapons, sharp tools or other dangerous objects,
c) bring any objects which can make using the Park difficult,
d) bring and leave pets in areas other then the entrance area and the mezzanine. Pets’

owners are fully liable for the animal and any damage caused by its behaviour.
e) stay at areas not intended for clients,
f) it is also prohibited to stay at the premises for persons whose behaviour indicates

intoxication  with  alcohol  or/and  psychoactive  substances  and/or  who  behave
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aggressively towards other customers or jeopardise their safety,
g) conduct individual and group training by persons not employed by the Park.

7. The Administrator allows for a possibility of booking the facility completely by a client
after  posting  such  an  information  on  the  Park’s  website,  the  facebook  fanpage  titled
“GOJump  Park  Trampolin  Bielsko-Biała”,  or  by  placing  such  an  information  in  a
prominent position at the front desk of the Park.

8. The  Administrator  allows  for  the  possibility  of  booking  sports  trampolines.  The
information concerning the availability of sports trampolines is available at the following e-
mail address:bielsko  @gojump.pl  .  

II USERS

1. GOjump is  a  sports  and recreation  facility  for  persons  of  all  age,  however  only  adult
persons are allowed to use the facility and its attractions on their own.

2. Children and adolescents age 4-13 are allowed to use the facility under the supervision of a
parent or a guardian only or after a written permission expressed on a special form filled in
by  a  parent  or  guardian.  The  form  is  available  for  downloading  at
www.gojump.pl  /dokumenty   or can be picked up at the front desk.

3. Children under 7 years of age enter the Park area with one adult parent/guardian with a
single ticket.  Parents/guardians of children under 7 years of age, present in the zone of
trampolines and other attractions are required to wear non-slip socks.

4.  Using  the  facility  for  children  under  4  years  of  age  is  allowed  only  in  a  specially
designated area - the Toddler Zone - and at scheduled times, which will be communicated
by GOjump staff via our fanpage on Facebook or at the website www.  bielsko.gojump.pl/  

5. Upon registration and receipt of the appropriate band at the Park's reception, parents and/or
guardians  of children aged 7 and spectators  may stay in  the sport  zones,  moving only
within the marked paths between zones.

6. Adolescents over 13 years of age are allowed to use the Park under constant supervision of a
parent or a guardian, or after a written permission expressed on a special form filled in by a
parent or guardian. The form is available for downloading at   www  .gojump.pl/  or can be picked
up at the front desk.
7. In any case, referred to in paragraph. 2-6, the Park does not provide any services involving

supervising  children  and adolescents,  and the  use  of  Park's  attractions  by children  and
adolescents takes place exclusively at the risk and responsibility of the parent or guardian.

8. Parents and/or guardians, as a part of their obligation to supervise a child, are liable for any
damage caused by their ward under the age of 18.

9. It  is  allowed for organized group to use the Park’s attractions.  In such case,  one adult
guardian may be present at the Park with a group of not more than 12 under-aged children.

10. Prior to the use of Park’s attractions, the guardian of the group mentioned above must fill
in the organized group entry form available at the Park or at the www.gojump.pl website.

11. Subject  to  paragraph 8 -  when the responsibility  rests  with the parent  or guardian and
paragraph 10 - when the responsibility rests with the group leader, users use the Park’s
attractions and facilities at their own risk, being aware of their physical abilities, fitness and
in particular - health and restrictions and threats related to their health.

12. Pregnant women and persons with any health issues in which any physical effort may have
a potential to endanger their health or life cannot use the Park’s attractions. In other cases,
patrons  should  use  the  Park  facilities  to  an  excess  allowed  by their  health,  exercising
special care and after consulting a specialist physician. GOjump shall not be liable for any
negative results arising from the breach of the above clause.
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13. In case of inflicting any injury, regardless of its nature and circumstances, this has to be
reported immediately to the Park’s personnel.

14. The User is aware that accepting these Regulations waives the Park completely from:
a) liability for any injury, and the results of an injury inflicted during the use of the Park,

except from the User’s injuries caused deliberately;
b) liability for theft,  loss or damage of User’s personal items in his or her possession

brought and left at the Park, except from the damage caused deliberately.

III GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR THE USE OF ATTRACTIONS

1. It is prohibited to use the Park’s attractions against their intended use.
2. Persons willing to use the Park’s attractions prepare themselves in the locker room, where

they leave the clothes, shoes and other items they brought to the Park.
3. It  is advised to use the Park’s attractions in sports clothes without any sharp or loosely

connected elements which might become troublesome for the User or compromise his or her
safety, or safety of other Users of Park’s attractions.

4. All pockets in the User’s trousers must be completely emptied. Users are strictly prohibited
to  use  the Park’s  attractions  if  they carry  such items  as  keys,  mobile  phones,  cameras,
lighters,  balls,  food  and  drinks,  or  other  items  which  are  not  a  part  of  the  GOjump
inventory.

5. It is prohibited to use the attractions wearing rings, signet rings, earrings or other jewellery
which may compromise the safety of the User or other persons. 

6. It is prohibited to use the attractions while chewing gum or with anything in one’s mouth,
and its prohibited to consume any drinks or food items during the use of the attractions.

7. Using the Park’s attractions is allowed only in non slip socks.
8. Prior to using the Park’s attractions it is necessary to warm-up all all the joints and muscles

in accordance with instructions of GOjump personnel.
9. It is prohibited to do the following at the premises of the Park:

a) jump on a trampoline occupied by another user,
b) run on the trampolines
c) land on mats separating the trampolines
d) sit on the safety mats (landings are the designated resting areas after jumping), 
e) jump on the safety mats (however, it is allowed to carefully walk on the safety mats to

reach a desired trampoline),
f) jump on and climb the safety net,
g) jump on, climb and walk on the trampoline’s structural elements,
h) h) jump over the structural elements and safety devices securing the facility.

10. The sound of a whistle or an employee’s instruction is a signal for a User to immediately
stop the activities. 

IV. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS

1. Persons present at the Park’s premises who disturb the peace, misbehave, endanger other
customers,  fail  to  observe  the  Regulations  and  instructions  of  the  Park’s  employees,
instructors, staff, persons authorized by the management of the Park and the security, shall
be removed from the Park’s premises without the right for reimbursement of the entry fee. 

2. In any doubt concerning the stay at the Park’s premises, the clients may always consult the
Park’s staff in order to clarify them.

3. Park users agree:
a) monitoring their stay with CCTV cameras (if such are operating at the venue) to ensure
users’ safety, while respecting their personal rights and for using the recordings in cases of
dispute between the Park and a User, as well as making recordings available upon the request
of relevant authorities;



b) to take pictures and short  videos for marketing purposes by staff and employees of
GOJump while expressing consent to use and distribute their image in all fields of operation;
consent is granted for an indefinite period of time and without territorial restrictions
4. Recording videos and taking pictures by the Users is allowed only for their private use and

subject to the prior consent of Park’s employees. GOjump does not agree to use the videos
or pictures commercially.

5. GOjump is not liable for the infringement of moral rights due to the publication of Users’
image by third parties.

6. Users book and purchase the admission to the park for a determined period (which is a
multiple of 1 hour) and are obligated to observe this term. It is recommended to arrive at
the park 20 min prior to the booked term. The Park is not obligated to reimburse for the lost
time in case a User is late for the booked term. The start and the end of a session (at full
hours) is communicated by the Park’s employees.

7. Each user is personally responsible for minding the key they were given. An additional fee
of 30PLN shall be charged in the event the key is lost or damaged.

8. Users are prohibited from handing over, renting or reselling the key to third parties.
9.  To  ensure  Users’  safety,  we  request  them to  immediately  report  to  a  member  of  the

personnel  any  events  of  breaching  the  Regulations  or  any  misconduct  by  any  person
present in the Park.

10. There are no refunds for the time paid for and unused by a User. 
11. The Park is not responsible for interruptions in the operation of the venue due to reasons

beyond its control, e.g. because of technical failures, outages of electrical power and other
utilities, and other reasons that constitute force majeure.

12. GOjump reserves the right to refuse entry to a particular person or a group to its own
discretion, waiving the right of such persons to file any claims against the Park due to such en
event.

V. FINAL CONCLUSIONS

1. Any  additional  issues  concerning  the  use  of  attractions  in  the  Park,  which  were  not
clarified in these Regulations, shall be arbitrated by the GOjump staff during the stay of a
User at the Park, or as a reply to enquiries e-mailed to wroclaw@gojump.pl 

2. In other cases the provisions of the Civil Code shall apply, and with regard to consumers -
the provisions of the Act of 30 May 2014 on Consumer rights shall apply.

3. The appendices 1-6 shall form an integral part of these Regulations.
4. The administrator of personal data is Funsport 3 sp. z o.o. with its seat in Wrocław 50-566,

ul.  Śliczna  7  lok.  16,  registered  in  the  National  Court  Register  under  the  number
0000643383,  National  Taxpayers  No.  8992801143,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  the
Administrator.

5. Personal data shall be used only for the purpose of providing and offering Park’s services.
6. Providing personal data  by the Park’s Users is  voluntary with the right to review and

correct such data.

Appendix No. 1

RULES FOR USING THE TRAMPOLINES

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. These  Regulations  complete  the  General  Regulations  For  Using  the  GOjump
Trampoline Park in Bielsko-Biała; all the Regulations apply to all of the Users of the
Park.

2. Attempting  to  use  the  trampolines  is  equivocal  to  becoming  familiar  with  these
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Regulations and accepting them.
3. Prior  to  using  the  trampolines,  Users  are  obliged  to  stretch  and  perform warm-up

exercises in accordance with the instructions of GOjump staff.
4. During the use of trampolines at the premises of the Park, Users are obliged to strictly

adhere  to  the  instructions,  advice,  comments,  orders  and warnings  provided by the
GOjump staff.

II SAFETY PRINCIPLES

1. Only one jumping person can be present on a single trampoline area.
2. It is necessary to always jump in the middle of a trampoline using both feet and to

always land on both feet. Knees should be bent and spread slightly apart, arms stretched
out for proper balance.

3. During  a  failed  jump  attempt,  which  may  result  in  uncontrolled  landing  on  the
trampoline area, Users should try to land on their back or to assume a “cannonball”
position, protecting their head with their hands, which minimizes the chance of injury
to the shoulders, arms, elbows, forearms and palms.

4. It is prohibited to enter a trampoline area occupied by another User.
5. It is prohibited to jump onto structural elements of trampolines.
6. It is prohibited to jump over the mats protecting trampolines’ structural elements. It is

allowed to walk to a selected trampoline over protective mats exercising due caution.
7. It is prohibited to sit on the mats protecting trampolines’ structural elements.
8. It is prohibited to jump onto or climb the protective nets.
9. It  is  prohibited  to  perform  any  manoeuvres  over  the  elements  protecting  the

trampolines’ structural elements.
10. It is prohibited to push, fight other Users or disturb them in any other way.
11. It is forbidden to use the trampolines while chewing gum or with any substance in the

mouth. It is also forbidden to use the trampoline and drink or take food.
12. It  is  recommended for Users attempting more complex acrobatic  moves to exercise

utmost caution to minimize the risk of inflicting injury or causing injury to other Users
of the Park. 

13. It  is  recommended  for  persons  wearing  glasses  or  contact  lenses  to  use  personal
protective equipment.

14. It is recommended to exercise utmost caution when leaving the trampoline area to avoid
collisions with other users of the Park.

15. It is strictly prohibited to run at the facilities.
16. The  sound  of  a  whistle  or  an  employee’s  instruction  is  a  signal  for  a  User  to

immediately stop the activities. 

Appendix No. 2

RULES FOR USING THE SPORTS TRAMPOLINES

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. These  Regulations  complete  the  General  Regulations  For  Using  the  GOjump
Trampoline Park in Bielsko-Biała; all the Regulations apply to all of the Users of the
Park.  The  sports  trampolines  are  an  integral  part  of  the  Park.  When  using  these
trampolines, Users must observe the Regulations and the detailed rules listed below.

2. Attempting to use the sports trampolines is equivocal to becoming familiar with these
Regulations and accepting them.

3. Prior to using the sports trampolines, Users are obliged to stretch and perform warm-up
exercises in accordance with the instructions of GOjump staff.



4. During the use of trampolines at the premises of the Park, Users are obliged to strictly
adhere  to  the  instructions,  advice,  comments,  orders  and warnings  provided by the
GOjump staff.

II SAFETY PRINCIPLES

1. The sports trampolines may be only used under the supervision of an instructor and
upon his or her permission, after informing the Park’s personnel about this intent.

2. A  User  is  obliged  to  inform  the  instructor  about  any  past  injuries  which  may
contraindicate the use of sports trampolines. Any forms of a faulty posture or spinal
ailments may be a contraindication for using sports trampolines.

3. An Instructor  an  the  Park’s  personnel  have  the  right  to  refuse  entry  on  the  sports
trampoline if they notice any contraindications for performing exercises on this piece of
equipment.

4. The correct technique of using the sports trampoline involves launching from both feet
from the middle of the trampoline and landing on both feet. Knees should be bent and
spread slightly apart, arms stretched out to the front for proper body balance.

5. During  a  failed  jump  attempt,  which  may  result  in  uncontrolled  landing  on  the
trampoline area, Users should try to land on their back or to assume a “cannonball”
position, protecting their head with their hands, which minimizes the chance of injury
to the shoulders, arms, elbows, forearms and palms.

6. It is prohibited to enter a trampoline area occupied by another User.
7. It is prohibited to jump onto structural elements of trampolines.
8. It is prohibited to jump over the mats protecting trampolines’ structural elements. It is

allowed to walk to a selected trampoline over protective mats exercising due caution.
9. It is prohibited to sit on the mats protecting trampolines’ structural elements.
10. It is prohibited to jump onto or climb the protective nets.

11. It  is  prohibited  to  perform  any  manoeuvres  over  the  elements  protecting  the
trampolines’ structural elements.

12. It is prohibited to push or fight other Users or disturb them in any other way.
13. It is forbidden to use the trampolines while chewing gum or with any substance in the

mouth. It is also forbidden to use the trampoline and drink or take food.
14. It is recommended for Users attempting more complex acrobatic moves to exercise

utmost caution to minimize the risk of inflicting injury or causing injury to other Users
of the Park. 

15. It  is  recommended  for  persons  wearing  glasses  or  contact  lenses  to  use  personal
protective equipment.

16. It  is  recommended to exercise utmost caution when leaving the trampoline area to
avoid collisions with other users of the Park.

17. The  sound  of  a  whistle  or  an  employee’s  instruction  is  a  signal  for  a  User  to
immediately stop the activities. 

Appendix No. 3

RULES FOR USING THE SPONGE POOL AND THE PNEUMATIC CUSHION

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. These  Regulations  complete  the  General  Regulations  For  Using  the  GOjump
Trampoline Park in Bielsko- Biała; all the Regulations apply to all of the Users of the
Park. The sponge pool and the Pneumatic Cushion (hereinafter referred to as the “pool”
and the “cushion) are an integral part of the Park. When using these trampolines, Users
must observe these Regulations and the detailed rules listed below.



2. Attempting  to  use  the  trampolines  is  equivocal  to  becoming  familiar  with  these
Regulations and accepting them.

3. Prior  to  using  the  trampolines,  Users  are  obliged  to  stretch  and  perform warm-up
exercises in accordance with the instructions of GOjump staff.

4. During the use of trampolines at the premises of the Park, Users are obliged to strictly
adhere  to  the  instructions,  advice,  comments,  orders  and warnings  provided by the
GOjump staff.

II SAFETY PRINCIPLES

1. Only one person is allowed to jump into the pool/onto the cushion from a single trampoline
and a single stationary element.
2. It is necessary to leave the pool/cushion immediately after landing.
3. It is prohibited to:

a) throwing sponges around or out of the pool,
b)dig to the bottom of the pool (if a User lost an object in the pool he or she has to

report it to the Park’s personnel. The object will be retrieved after the Park has closed
for the day),

c) jump into the sponge pool or onto the cushion “head first” as this may lead to serious
injury or permanent disability.

d)Jump in between the cushion and the edge of the pool.
e)use the sponge pool while chewing gum or with any substance in the mouth. It is also

forbidden to use the pool and drink or take food
4. It is absolutely crucial to keep one’s tongue behind one’s teeth when landing in the pool/on
the cushion.
5. When landing on feet it is important to bend the knees, and when landing on the back it is
important to bring the chin to the chest and slightly clench one’s jaw.
6. It is recommended for Users attempting more complex acrobatic moves to exercise utmost
caution to minimize the risk of inflicting injury or causing injury to other Users of the Park. 
7. It is recommended for persons wearing glasses or contact lenses to use personal protective
equipment.
8. It is recommended to exercise utmost caution when leaving the pool and the cushion to
avoid collisions with other users of the Park.
9. The sound of a whistle or an employee’s instruction is a signal for the Users to immediately
stop the activities.

Appendix No. 4

FEES FOR USING THE PARK

1. The basis for any payments is the price list. The price list are available on the Park’s
website or at the front desk.

2. The fee is collected in advance, according to the valid price list, and is not subject to a
partial or full refund, unless failure to provide a service was due to deliberate fault of
the Park. 

3. A User purchases a ticket for a specified term (entry at full hours) and period of time.
After the time paid for has finished, Users are obliged to leave the GOjump attractions
zone and head to the locker room/exit.

4. Malfunction,  maintenance  operations  or  necessity  to  repair  any  devices,  which  is
indicated through the Park’s website, facebook fanpage, a notice at the front desk and at
a given device does not constitute grounds for a discount or a refund.

5. The Park reserves the right to change the price and type of tickets at any time. The
above  mentioned  right  does  not  impact  the  performance  of  orders  and agreements



concluded prior to the date of applying such changes.
6. Users may book the tickets via thewww.gojump.plwebsite.
7. The Park sales tickets over the internet at www.gojump.pl where the Users may submit

their orders.
8. A  Uaser  acquires  the  right  to  the  services  provided  by  the  Park  within  the  term

mentioned on the ticket through submitting an order.
9. By placing an order through the website the User is obliged to select a time and date of

entry  to  the  Park’s  premises,  type  and number  of  tickets,  payment  method,  and is
obliged  to  read  and  accept  the  Regulations,  which  is  an  obligatory  condition  for
completing the order.

10. After  submitting  an  order,  a  User  receives  an  order  confirmation  via  e-mail  to  an
address indicated by the User.

11. The ticket purchase price is binding at the time of submitting the order, and the User
submitting the order undertakes to pay for the ordered tickets.

12. One person at one time can purchase an unlimited number of tickets.
13. The Park is not liable for failure to place an order, provide an order confirmation or pay

the fee due to a mistake or incorrect address indicated by the User, issues with the
Internet or other circumstances beyond the control of the Park.

14. On the basis of article 38, item 12 of the act of 30.05.2014 on consumer laws, the
person purchasing an admission  ticket  does  not  have the right  to  withdraw from a
remotely concluded agreement.

15. The payment can be processed electronically through the eCard SA operator:
a. With a payment  cart:  Visa,  Visa Electron,  MasterCard,  Maestro,  MasterCard

Electronic and
b. Via the eTransfer service:

1. Bank Pekao S.A. (PeoPay)
2. ING Bank Śląski S.A. (Pay with ING)
3. PKO BP S.A. (Pay with iPKONET)
4. Bank Millennium S.A. (Millennium Internet Payments)
5. Meritum Bank ICB S.A. (MeritumBank Transfer)
6. Plus Bank S.A. (Pay with Plus Bank)
7. Idea Bank S.A. (Pay with Idea Bank)
8. PKO BP S.A. (Pay with iPKO)
9. PKO BP S.A (Pay with Inteligo)
10. PKO BP S.A (Pay with iKO)
11. Bank Pocztowy S.A (Postal e-transfer 24)
12. Bank PEKAO S.A (Pekao24Transfer)
13. Bank Ochrony Środowiska S.A. (Pay with BOŚ)
14. Toyota Bank Polska S.A. (Toyota Bank Pay Way)
15. Volkswagen Bank Polska S.A. (Volkswagen Bank direct transfer)
16. Deutsche Bank PBC S.A. (db Transfer)
17. Euro Bank S.A. (Eurobank online payment)
18. Credit Agricole Bank Polska S.A. (Credit Agricole etransfer)
19. Bank PBH S.A. (Transfer with BPH)
20. Alior Bank S.A. (Pay with Alior Bank)
21. Alior Bank S.A. T-Mobile Banking Services (Alior Sync)
22. mBank S.A. (mBank mTransfer)
23. mBank S.A. (mBank MultiTransfer)
24. Bank Zachodni WBK S.A. (Transfer24 BZWBK)
25. Bank  Handlowy  w  Warszawie  S.A.  Citi  Handlowy  (Pay  with  Citi
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Handlowy)
16. Any complaints pertaining to electronic payments are processed by Ecard S.A. which

supports the payments.
17. In other cases the complaints are processed by the Park within 14 working days form

the date of filing a complaint in writing.

TERMS OF USE OF THE ACROBATIC ZONE AND TERMS OF PARTICIPATION
IN GOJUMP ACADEMY CLASSES

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Participation in the activities  of the GOjump Academy constitutes  acceptance of these
Terms and conditions  (available  at  the reception  desk and at  the  www.wroclaw.gojump.pl
website).
2. Access  to  the  acrobatic  zone  is  allowed  after  purchasing  an  admission  ticket  to  the
GOjump Trampoline Park and or a ticket/subscription card to GOjump Academy classes.
3. Access  to  the  acrobatic  zone  is  possible  not  earlier  than  at  the  hour  for  which  the
admission to the Trampoline Park was purchased, or at the time when group activities begin.
4. It is prohibited to use the acrobatic zone when group activities take place.
5. Sports attire is mandatory at the acrobatic zone.
6. Patrons can use the acrobatic zone in socks or in ballet shoes.
7. Each piece of equipment in the acrobatic zone should be used for its intended purpose.
8. Equipment must be put back after the exercises.
9. The acrobatic zone must be maintained in order.
10. It is prohibited to consume food and drinks at the acrobatic zone.
11. Any damaged equipment  at  the acrobatic  zone should be immediately  reported  to  the
coach.
12. Participants, who are under 18 years of age, are required to provide a written permission
of a parent or legal guardian for attending the classes to the Organizer.
13. Participants  should  have  a  valid  accident  insurance  with  a  coverage  pertaining  to  the
selected sport.
14. Only participants with a valid single-entry ticket or a subscription card can take part in the
classes. Each time the participants are given a hand bracelet which entitles them to take part in
the classes.
15. The minimum number of people registered in a single group for classes is 6. If there shall
be not enough participants, a group can be terminated,  and the participants will be offered
joining a different group.
16. Condition for participation in the activities of the GOjump Academy s the purchase of a
ticket or a subscription card allowing participation in several classes. The schedule of classes is
divided into billing cycles. GOjump undertakes to conduct classes on given dates, according to
the schedule of classes and the billing cycles. Prices and detailed information on the dates,
number of classes and billing cycles are available in the price list on our website or at the
reception desk of the Park.
17. Cancelling  attendance  in  the  classes  is  possible  once  a  month  and  the  Park  must  be
informed about it at least 24 hours before the classes via email at  bielsko@gojump.pl or by
phone by calling 577-223-337. As a compensation for the cancelled classes, the participant is
entitled to a single-entry ticket to the GOjump Bielsko-Biała Trampoline Park.
18. Parents/guardians  should  bring  their  children  at  least  10  minutes  before  the  classes.
Parents/guardians may not stay in the acrobatic zone during the classes. The exception are the
training sessions open for parents. The coach determines the dates of open trainings.
19. Prior  to  purchasing  a  ticket/subscription  card,  Participants  are  obliged  to  check  the
availability of slots for selected activities at the GOjump reception desk. GOjump reserves the
right to refuse admission to any classes shall there be too many participants.



II. RULES DURING SPORTS ACTIVITIES

1. The participant is required to be dressed in sportswear and footwear (ballet slippers or anti-
slip socks). It is prohibited to wear jewellery and any decorative items during classes. Long
hair must be tied close to the head.
2.  During  the  classes,  participants  are  required  to  comply  with  the  orders  issued  by  the
instructor.
3. Each participant has the right to refuse performing any exercises ordered by the instructor,
recognizing them as dangerous to one’s health. If the training exceeds the physical capacity of
a participant, he or she should report it to the instructor.
4.  If  a  participant  of  the  activities  sustains  an  injury  or  feels  unwell,  he  or  she  should
immediately inform the instructor about it.
5. The organizer does does not hold liability for any possible negative consequences for the
health Participants resulting from taking part in the exercises during sports activities organized
in accordance with principles pertaining to sports.
6.  In  the  event  of  improper  behaviour  of  a  participant  of  activities,  including  behaviour
threatening life and safety of oneself  or other participants,  or if a participant  behaves in a
manner disorganizing and hindering the conduct of activities for groups, the instructor has the
right to draw consequences including exclusion from performing given exercises or banning
from a training session. In such case, the participant is not entitled to a refund if he or she has
been banned from classes due to his or her fault.
7. It is forbidden to participate in the activities after consumption of any dose of alcohol or
other intoxicants.
8.  A participant  is obliged to care for the good condition of the sports equipment  and the
training space. Participants assume financial responsibility for the damage caused by them or,
in the case of minors, the responsibility lies with their parents or legal guardians.
9. The participants of the classes are responsible for items left in the locker room.

III. FINAL PROVISIONS

1. The Organizer decides on all issues not included in these Terms and conditions.
2. The Organizer reserves the right to change these Terms and conditions.
3. The Organizer shall each time inform the participants about changes made in the Terms and
conditions via email or by informing about the Terms and conditions during classes.

Appendix 6

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF THE BIRTHDAYS AT
THE TRAMPOLINE PARK

1.  The initial  birthday date can be booked in person, via email  at wroclaw@gojump or by
phone: 533-399-240
2. The booking is confirmed upon settling a pre-payment to the bank account below:
28 1090 1926 0000 0001 3363 2844 FUNSPORT Sp z o.o., ul. Śliczna 7/16 Wrocław 50-566,
WBK Bank Zachodni. The pre-payment can be settled in person at the GOjump Trampoline
Park at ul. Legionów 26/28, Bielsko-Biała, in cash or by card.
3. If the pre-payment confirmation shall not be submitted or if the payment at the venue shall
not be settled within 3 working days from the date of the initial booking, it shall be cancelled,
unless agreed otherwise.
4. The pre-payment is non-refundable and is included in the price of the service.

5.  A pre-payment for the the birthday party taking place from Monday through Thursday is



109 zł, and 169 zł for parties on Friday through Sunday.
6. Settling the pre-payment constitutes the acceptance of the Terms and conditions.
7. Birthday parties are organized for children over 4 years of age.
8. A separate birthday function room/box is available for the birthday person and his or her
guests for the duration of the birthday party. The birthday party function room/box is available
for 2 hours (counted from an appointed hour and not from the time the participants gather at
the party)
9. The GOjump Trampoline Park remains available for individual clients during a birthday
party.
10.  The  Organizer  provides  the  preparation  of  the  birthday  party  function  room/box  in
accordance with the selected package for the participants of the party only.
11. The person booking the party is obliged to provide the expected number of guests at the
time of booking.
12. Each birthday package offered by the Park is prepared for a group of up to 10 people.
13. For a group over 10 people, the fee for participation in the birthday party is charged only
for the actual number of guests.
14.  The exact number of birthday party guests should be provided not later than 3 days
before the planned date of the party. In case the final number of guests is greater than
declared,  the  Booking  person  is  charged  for  each  additional  person  according  to  the
applicable price list.
15.  If  the number of participants  shall  not be provided, the party shall  be prepared in
accordance with the number of persons declared in the booking form.
16.  In  case  of  groups  of  over  17  people,  due  to  safety  and  good  entertainment of  the
participants, the Booking person is obliged to appoint/pay for an additional coach. A single
coach can supervise maximum 17 participants at one time.
17.  Bringing and consuming alcoholic  drinks is prohibited by the Organizer,  unless agreed
otherwise.
18. Any changes concerning the package and additional options should be reported not later
than 3 days prior to the birthday party.
19.The final settlement of the birthday party takes place on the day of the event after the arrival
of all guests.
20. Settlement of a birthday party is based on the booking form and additionally provided
services and benefits ordered during a birthday party.
21. The Booking person settles the total payment, lessened by the amount of the settled pre-
payment, in cash or by debit card at the reception desk of the GOjump Trampoline Park in
Bielsko-Biała.
22. Parents/guardians are responsible for the safety of children during a birthday party.
23. Parents/guardians or the Booking person are liable for damages to property or persons
or property caused by the participants of the event.
24. GOjump Trampoline park is not responsible for items left behind at the premises of the
Park,  including  birthday  party  function  rooms/boxes,  the  locker  room and  outside  of  the
changing area, in situation when the loss or damage to property could not have been prevented
despite the Parks’ due diligence.
25. Due to reasons of hygiene, refreshments prepared for children for must be consumed only
in the function room/box. It is prohibited to take food and drinks out of the birthday party
function room/box during and after the birthday party.
26. Information  about  birthday  packages  and  descriptions  of  events  are  available  at
www.wroclaw.gojump.pl and are an integral part of the Terms and conditions.
27. Main  Terms  and  conditions  of  GOjump  Trampoline  Park  apply  to  participants  of  a
birthday party.



Appendix 7

REGULATIONS FOR THE USE OF THE GOARCADE ZONE

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. This Regulation is a supplement to the General Regulations for the use of Trampolines’
GOjump Bielsko-Biala  Park,  and each User is bound by the rules set  forth in each
Regulations.

2. GOarcade is an integral part of the Park. When using it, you must comply with these
Rules of Procedure and the detailed rules set out below.

3. To the GOarcade Zone belongs a defined play area.
4. Starting using GOarcade is tantamount to getting acquainted with and accepting these

Terms and Conditions
5. When  using  GOarcade  in  the  Park,  the  User  is  obliged  to  adhere  strictly  to  the

instructions, recommendations, comments, warnings and warnings issued by GOjump
employees.

II. USERS

1. GOarcade can only be used by adults.
2. Underage  people  should  use  the  attraction  only  under  the  supervision  of  a

parent/caretaker.
3. Subject to paragraph 1, the following shall apply 2 - when the responsibility rests with

the parent or caretaker, each User takes advantage of GOarcade's attractions on their
own responsibility, being aware of their physical capabilities, fitness, and in particular
their state of health and the resulting limitations and threats

4. In  each  case  referred  to  in  paragraph 1,  the  Member  States  shall  inform  the
Commission thereof. 2-3, the Park does not provide any services consisting in caring
for children and young people, and the use of GOarcade attractions by children and
young people takes place exclusively on the risk and responsibility of the parent or
guardian. 

5. Parents and/or caretakers in accordance with their duty to supervise children are liable
for any damage caused by their guests under the age of 18. 

6. Users of the GOarcade Zone are obliged to use the equipment properly, with their use
and special care and safety precautions.

7. The Park reserves the right to expel a user who does not follow the rules of the zone
from the GOarcade zone.

8. The zone is prohibited:
(a) throwing/inserting into the casts (cassettes) of other objects than specially designed

for this token, acquired solely and exclusively in the Trampolines’ Park GOjump
Bielsko-Biala

(b) translating and misusing movable attractions (e. g. basketball balls, balls) into other
locations

(c) disturbing other users of the area
(d) inserting in a secondary school student items other than tickets purchased only and

exclusively from the Trampolin Park GOjump Bielsko-Biała?
(e) sitting down, climbing onto the machinery.
(f) food and drink during play.

9. The entry to the GOarcade zone is free of charge, but in order to start using the device
you have to put into it a sufficient amount of chips, previously purchased in the GOarcade
chip machine located in the zone.



10. Tickets purchased during the game should be counted and converted into a receipt using
ticether located in the GOarcade zone. The receipt value will be equal to the number of
tickets that have been put into the machine. 
11. Paragon can only be exchanged for a prize if you have a receipt with the value assigned
to the prize. 
12. Prize values are defined by the Park and can be changed at any time.
13. The number of prizes available in the offer is limited and may change at any time.
14. Any faults or irregularities in the operation of the machines should be reported to park
operators without delay.
15.  The  Trampolines’  GOjump Bielsko-Biala  Park  reserves  the  right  to  switch  off  the
affected equipment.
16. The Park is not responsible for any failures in the GOarcade Zone.


